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“The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking 
new landscapes, but in having new eyes.”

         - Marcel Proust

Jazz Ear Savvy is my latest thinking about improvisation and musicianship. These 40 or so pages and 25 
sound files will guide your focus toward a deep dive into strengthening your jazz ear. 

In Trombone Improvisation Savvy, ear strengthening was a central focus. After its publication, I realized 
that there is so much more that can be said about the ear and done to improve your jazz playing. You 
have music inside of you. The hard part is having it pass through your horn in pretty much the way you 
heard it.

Rote scales and patterns practiced for hours will improve your technique and ability to play fast runs 
during a solo, but is that building your ability to improvising melodies in real time? 

This book will help you understand and strengthen the connection between your inner musical ear and 
your instrument.  Call it ear building. I don’t like to call it ear training because training sounds too much 
like work. This process should be fun. 

I know its weird to provide a testimonial of one’s own book. However, the result of writing this book and 
of practicing its exercises has truly improved my improvisation. An honest testimonial from me would 
read something like this:

Jazz Ear Savvy challenges you to reflect through your horn what you hear in your musical mind, and 
helps you further develop that musical mind. 

“Creating the ideas and especially recording and practicing the exercises for Jazz Ear 
Savvy has improved my improvisation skills. I hear it in my more fluid note choices and 
easier connection of my trombone to my musical intent. This heightened skill continues 
to confirm that the key to better improvisation skill lies in strengthening the connection 
between the player’s horn to their inner musical voice. For me, this book facilitates a 
deeper reflection of the music in my inner ear emerging out of my trombone.”
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Accessing and Playing the Audio Files
19 audio files are available to you as examples and accompaniments throughout this book. These sound files 
are a fundamental asset to this book and great tool for helping you improvise better. After all, Jazz Ear Savvy 
focuses primarily on developing one’s ears as the primary skill for trombone improvisation. 

Each time a soundfile is available for an exercise or example, the following symbol appears along with the 
name of the soundfile to its right:

The soundfiles are all located within a playlist on soundcloud.com. The address for that playlist is:

soundcloud.com/mlake/sets/jazz-ear-savvy-major-key

Once you are in that playlist, you will see all the soundfiles within this book. Simply select the soundfile 
to begin playing the particular exercise or example referenced within this book.

If you lack an internet connection that feeds a sound system, find a fast connection and download into 
a folder some or all of the files. Then feed them through your sound system which could be everything 
from a state-of-the-art stereo to an iPhone. Upon selecting a sound file on the Soundcloud playlist, click 
to the right of the file (three dots) and select Download from the dropdown options.

You can also download the complete playlist as a .zip file containing each soundfile as an mp3. That address 
is: bit.ly/jazzearsavvyMP3files

The very bottom of the playlist page displays some controls for going to the track start, play/pause on current 
track and next track. There is also a cycle link that will repeat the current track if you want to keep cycling 
through the track. This is an important feature that will allow you to continually practice a particular exercise 
by cycling through its soundfile.

Click to cycle a track
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Next is a collection of songs that you probably know. For each, I’ve given you the first phrase. Play the written phrase 
then pick a different starting note to play the same phrase. I’ve omitted the names of the songs since I really want you to 
use your ears more than your eyes. I’ve also notated most of them in keys other than is standard. Each line or system is a 
completely new song and phrase except for #14 which is two lines long. Pages 10 & 11 are blank for writing your own.

In case you have trouble choosing a new starting note, here’s a random selection you can use in any octave:
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The Circle of Fifths

This is a book on strengthening your musical ears. As such, you must hear and be able to play the natural connec-
tions between key centers. The strongest relationship between key centers is that of the fifth/fourth. Listen to the 
following short example of a C7 resolving naturally to the F major. The F is a fifth down from C. Next listen to the 
sustained C7 and sing the root of where you feel/hear it should resolve. After a few seconds of the C7, you’ll hear 
its resolution to the F major. The F is a fifth down from C. Can you hear it and sing the roots?

Below is the circle of fifths. Going up a fourth gets you to the same key as going down a fifth. The relationship be-
tween fourths and fifths has many implications. Going clockwise adds a sharp, going counter-clockwise adds a flat.

Watch my Youtube video on this at: bit.ly/happyb-day

C7 resolving to F 
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You might be saying to yourself, “What gives? I thought this was a book on ear training, and now you 
give me all this theory?”

Yes. Bear with me for just this additional page because rather than load you down with roman numerals, 
tri-tone substitutions and altered mixolydian scales, let’s instead focus on this one important circle. And 
if you don’t believe me that the circle serves as a musical foundation, take a moment to watch Leonard 
Bernstein explain: bit.ly/LB_music.

Improvising over jazz harmony requires us to move freely and melodically from one tonality to another. I 
use the word “melodically” loosely since greats like Ornette Coleman, Eric Dolphy, Cecil Taylor and oth-
ers have a sense of melody that goes beyond more conventional players like Art Pepper, Chet Baker, and 
Bill Evans. But all these players have a firm grasp on the harmonic underpinnings of their improvisation.

All things being equal, the closer together key centers are on the circle, the easier it is to modulate or 
improvise between them. For example, it’s much easier to go from C major to F major than it is to go 
from C major to F# major. Notice their relative positions on the circle.

Below are illustrations of a few well-known songs with their major key centers highlighted. Notice those 
with the more limited and neighboring key centers versus their opposite. Are these relationships an 
indication of the song’s difficulty for improvisation? Starting with C Jam Blues, notice that the entire song 
revolves only around F major (C7) and Bb major (F7). Notice also why the bridge of Miss Jones is tricky. 
See how far the Gb major is from the rest of that tune? Similarly with Dolphin Dance and All the Things.

C Jam Blues

Dolphin Dance Have You Met Miss Jones All The Things You Are

Autumn Leaves in G minor Rhythm Changes in Bb
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You’re probably sick of being reminded, ‘don’t look, just listen.’ I feel compelled to write that because we 
are all so used to reading note for note through pattern books. And those exercises have their place in 
terms of strengthening your technique. That’s not, however, the point of this book. 

With any of these exercises, turn away from the written notes as soon as you have the sound in your ear. 
If you lose it, go back and play the notes on the page then again, look away and focus instead on your 
memory of the sequence or motif. Singing is always very helpful as well.

Here are seven motifs to play in random keys or circle of fifths–however you wish to use them. How 
easily can you modulate these? Most of the motifs end on a whole note in order to give you time to hear/
select the next starting note. Can you sight sing them?
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Let’s have some fun!

In this last section we’ll stretch out on a few different grooves, using some of the skills we’ve developed. I’ve created 
a variety of rhythm tracks, each of which transitions through several keys. The objective is to hear the harmony 
and play melodically over the chord changes. This is not the time for your slickest, fastest licks. Rather, slow down 
and very deliberately, through your horn, sing melodies. Lock your ear into the harmonies.

Jazz Simmer
Jazz Simmer is a medium swing jazz feel that alternates between two major chords one step apart. Each pair of chords 
lasts 16 bars before modulating to a new pair of major chords.  There are six keys in all. The first 16 bar key center 
alternates between G major to F major. Use your ears to discover the others. 

I’ve written some sequences on the following page for the first 16 bar key of G major/F major. Play the beginning black 
notes, then play the rest of a pattern that continues from those first few bars. Try to play the rest of the phrase as you 
hear it continuing from the black notes without looking at the gray notes, but if you cannot play the complete phrase, go 
ahead and look at the gray notes. 

Next, play these sequences in other keys. Start by finding the first note. Sequence #1 begins on the root of the G major 
so find the root of the next first chord and the chord pairs after that. Sequence #2 on the next page begins on the major 
third of the key. In keeping with the rest of the book, use your ears more than your analytical brain to make your way 
through the various patterns in the different keys.

The four sequences on the following page are meant to warm up your ears so that you can more easily play within 
the harmonies. After gaining comfort with the sequences, improvise over the entire rhythm track. Keep in mind 
that this exercise is meant to help you develop a melodic sense, not to provide you a rhythm track for practicing 
your usual licks–at least not initially. 

As you start to freely improvise over Jazz Simmer within the various keys, ask yourself the following questions:

1. Do I sound like I’m firmly in the harmony?
2. Am I playing melodically?
3. How long does it take me to find the key once the harmony modulates? Immediately?
4. Are there certain keys that give me more trouble than others? Which ones?
5. If I eliminate the rhythm track will I hear the chord changes implied within my lines? 
6. How narrow is my range? Would my soloing sound better if I expanded my range with higher or lower notes?
7. Am I aware of each of the six different keys? 

If you absolutely need to know the key centers within the rhythm track, they are listed at the bottom of page 
25. Only peek at them as a last resort if you cannot find the keys by ear.

Jazz Simmer rhythm
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Prince of Darkness
Throughout your life, most of the music over which you’ll be improvising will contain a beat. That steady beat usually 
makes improvising easier because it constrains the rhythms of your playing.

What would happen if we took away the beat and left you with nothing more than long drawn-out tones? Well, let’s find 
out using this harmony track called Prince of Darkness. Each key is comprised of only one major seventh chord.

Start by getting the key in your ear by improvising over the track. Like the other tunes in this book, each key modulates 
every 16 ‘bars’. The modulation occurs after the noise crescendo leading to the tubular bell hit. Once you hear the tubular 
bell, you are in a new key. Play around with the track by.
1. Playing the root of each key
2. Playing the third of each key
3. Arpeggiating the major 7th chords up and down in each key
4. Intentifying and playing other notes of the chord? The 9th, 11th or #11, 13th?
5. How’s your intonation within these keys?

Intonation is an interesting topic for this tune if you think of it as  basically playing over one 16 bar long tuning chord or 
drone. Take your time to hear your pitch on the various chord tones. Record and listen.

Starting in the key of C major.

Let’s start out simple with just one key. The audio track Prince of Darkness in C is the drone remaining in the key of C. 
Play over that a bit and play various melodies over the track. To give you an example, in ML melodies over Prince of 
Darkness in C, I play the following melodies from pages six and seven over the Prince of Darkness drone in C. 

Notice that I played Hey Jude in two keys outside of C major. Hear the interesting dissonance as I move further clockwise 
around the circle of fifths? Similarly, the Simpsons Theme (#7) has some interesting tonal colors over the C drone as well. 

Prince of Darkness rhythm

Prince of Darkness in C majorML melodies over 
Prince of Darkness in C major

1. All the Things You Are
2. Yesterday
3. Amazing Grace
4. Hey Jude (C)

5. Hey Jude (G)
6. Hey Jude (D)
7. Simpsons Theme
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How much further into the song can you play these melodies? What other melodies do you know well 
enough to play over this static C drone? Can you play them in other keys over the drone? Can you 
modulate them in one direction or another around the circle of fifths? How about Rochut #1?
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Deep Cheese Movement

Let’s take what you’ve learned and put it into one last exercise. I’m going to move your cheese a bit. If that makes no 
sense to you, that reference comes from the name of a famous business book that teaches people how to cope effec-
tively with change. This exercise takes you through a few drastic changes in key, meter, and feel.

I’ve created a rhythm track containing four sections, each in a different key, meter, and feel. Listen to the harmonies, 
hearing their root and chords–then improvise over them.

The listening part of those instructions are crucial. Sure, you could just jump right in and see where it takes you. But, 
you might benefit more from first absorbing the sound of the various tracks, getting it inside your ear. I’ll suggest the 
following guidelines for playing this, and by the way, these apply to pretty much every play-along track in this book.

1. Play the root of the chords and gain a sense of  each section’s harmonic movement.
2. Get a sense for the length of each section so that you can practice building the form of your solo logically over the 

entire length. Practice starting simple and build.
3. Resist playing scales, memorized patterns, or safe licks. This exercise is not the place to fill space with notes. 

Instead, listen to the sounds within each tracks and react to them musically in a way that seems natural. You’ve 
reached the end of a book on listening so use those skills to hear the musical potential within these tracks and play 
melodic phrases true to your inner musician.

I recorded my improvisation over the entire track. It should go without saying that there is no one right way to play 
over this or any other music. I am offering you an example of my particular approach to playing over these sections 
melodically, thematically, and with a sense of form. Perhaps my example will provide you some guidance and maybe 
even some inspiration.

The following sound files provide you with 1. the complete piece as a rhythm track, 2. the complete rhythm track with 
my recorded improvisation, and 3. the four individual sections,  

Deep Cheese Movement - first section rhythm 

Deep Cheese Movement - second section rhythm 

Deep Cheese Movement - third section rhythm 

Deep Cheese Movement - fourth section rhythm 

Deep Cheese Movement full piece rhythm 

Deep Cheese Movement full piece - ML solo 
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A final thought on improvisation

The following is a post I recently wrote in my blog that aligns to the topic of this book.

I met a bunch of great college students a while back. Enthusiastic, hungry to learn, open to new thoughts…

The director of the school’s jazz program invited me to talk to his improvisation class. One hour seems like ten 
seconds when you are unraveling the mysteries of playing jazz. So naturally I left thinking about a question I 
should have asked and discussed.

As the students played and then I played, there’s an important difference that I think goes to the heart of 
improvisation chops. In class today, the question I would have liked to pose to the students is, what is the difference 
between my improvisation and yours?

Forget the superficial stuff like technique and tune knowledge.

The most important difference is that the music coming out of my trombone bell is a closer reflection to what my 
mind’s ear is hearing. It’s more deliberate. In contrast, their improvisation is not lead as much by their mind’s ear, 
but instead by their instrument. 

Without a doubt, a big part of the answer is that they are still learning to command their instrument. Building the 
connection between one’s inner ear and one’s instrument is a life-long journey. 

But another part of the answer, I believe, comes from the habitual desire to practice running scales and patterns. 
Thinking about notes. Scales and patterns are necessary for strengthening a certain type of technical proficiency. 
Their downside, however, can be to ingrain a focus on playing notes rather than music. Look Ma, I can play flurries 
of notes. I’m improvising! Now, the reason I’m so clear on this is because I went through it, and if I’m not focused, I 
fall back on it. Letting the notes of the horn lead improvisation instead of the music in my mind leading it.

If you’re going to practice scales and patterns (and you should), consider them in their proper place. And spend 
more time developing your ear by playing melodies over changes and various harmonies. I remember the great Bill 
Watrous telling me many years ago that the bulk of his practicing was spent improvising the prettiest melodies he 
could blow through his trombone.

Practice playing famous melodies without accompaniment, and do so in random keys. Happy Birthday starting on 
your horn’s lowest note, Star Spangled Banner starting on Db, your favorite blues head a half step up. Doing this 
well is what I call getting musically closer to your axe.

Evaluate yourself on how effortlessly the song comes out of your horn. Are you having to concentrate and hunt 
for notes or do your fingers know where to go? Each of us can easily  find tunes with which we’ll fail at this, so 
start with the simplest song you know (I like to recommend Happy Birthday) and randomly play the first note 
on different pitches and see where you get stumped. Likely that’s a key you normally find difficult. I like to use 
standards and classical trombone exercises I know best like Bach Cello Suites or Rochut.

When you play closer to what your inner musician hears, your improvisation will become more musical and more 
satisfying and in the end, more deliberate.
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How does one learn and eventually command the skill of improvisation? Lake contends that too often 
we dedicate our practicing and thinking about improvisation to notes and instrumental technical 
prowess rather than our musical ear. Jazz method books for the past 50+ years have drilled us with 

tens of thousands of notes. Up and down scales, patterns and cool licks, we’ve become technically proficient.

But when do we practice our inner musical ear? When do we focus on exercises that challenge us to 
hear deeper into the music within and without? Are we stretching our melodic sense through varieties 
of harmony and time? How truly connected are we to our instrument? Is the horn an extension of our 
inner voice? Shouldn’t it be?

Jazz Ear Savvy takes the reader on a musical journey through twelve keys and a number of original audio 
tracks for the purpose of connecting our musical instincts to our instrument. Throughout the book, Lake 
helps you discover the extent of your own connection and provides new methods for musicianship and 
improvising that free you to play beyond your expectations. 

“In my personal musical journey, I’m discovering connections that are unleashing 
new capabilities in my improvisation. I’m thrilled to hear the same in the 

students and peers that are exercising the ideas within this book.”
      -Michael Lake

“I firmly believe you are on to something great and in the process reinventing how people learn to improvise.”
       - Dr. Rodney Brim
       Psychologist, Performance Improvement 

Executive, and Trombonist




